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SUPPORT MORE THAN   

JUST YOUR FRUIT.
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When you invest in our professionally designed and British built 
‘strong’ bins, you also invest in our country’s heroes.

When our patriotic Farming lads left their fields in 1914 to fight for King and Country, 
not all came home. Of those that did, many bore the scars of war.  That is where our story 
began. To this day we remain true to our original mission and with funds generated 
from making and selling Fruit Bins as a social enterprise, we look after over 500 young, 
wounded ex-Armed Forces personnel each year.  Demand for our vital care and 
rehabilitation services remains undiminished – in fact it is increasing.

Some are young and having put their personal safety on the line to defend us, have paid 
the price and bear the scars of conflict. Others saw their uniformed career end decades ago, 
but their needs are such that now we are the refuge they turn to in their own hour of need.

We have been producing fruit bins now for nearly a decade, and our superior ‘strong’ bin 
design offers an excellent investment having been developed through consultation with 
local growers and drawing on our expertise in wood pallet manufacturing.

Our bins are specially constructed allowing us to nail the ply all around the base of the 
bin as well as substantial nailing in the corner uprights preventing the ply from moving 
around without the need for extra metal supports to keep our bin in one piece.  

Large corner uprights enable a crisscross nailing pattern resulting in very tight corners, 
and we also use large blocks on the base runners.  Our bin floors are made from top 
quality kiln dried timber with chamfered edges.

Our high quality fruit bins feature:

1. 12mm Spruce Ply from Finland or other Scandinavian Countries. 

2. Full 18 Bushel capacity. (16 and 20 Bushel sizes also available) 

3. Extra strong chamfered pallet based floor, with good drainage. 

4. Ply corners actually sit on the blocks at base of pallet. 

5. 3 base stringer boards supported by the blocks with 2 or 4 extra under floor supports 
for protected access by forks into all 4 sides. 

6. Large corner posts, special nailing pattern making corners very tight, therefore no 
gluing is necessary. Galvanised nails throughout. 

7. Large blocks on base runners, for better weight distribution. Base runners treated  
if required. 

8. Infill boards along edge of base. This gives a 38mm timber protection around the 
whole of the base and enables us to nail the ply sides properly, and again there is  
no need for gluing, but we will if you want.

For a competitive quote or more information please do not hesitate 
to contact us.


